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ABSTRACT

A summary of a comprehensive analysis of theoret-
ical and practical aspects of position sensing by charge
division from resistive electrodes is presented. Prop-
erties of transformer decoupling of the resistive elec-
trode from detectAi bias voltage are analyzed and com-
pared to the usual capacitive decoupling methods. Opti-
mization and limitation of signal shaping is discussed
as a function of diffusion tine constant, signal rise
times, and noise.

Introduction

Resistive electrodes have been used in various
forms for position sensing in nuclear particle and ra-
diation detectors. There are two basically different
methods for sensing the position of particle impact with
resistive electrodes. Due to the distributed electrode
capacitance, the resistive electrode represents a dif-
fusive RC line. In the charge division method the posi-
tion is determined by the ratio of Che charge flowing
out of one end of the resistive electrode cerminaced in-
co a low impedance and the total charge. In the so-
called rise time method, the resistive electrode repre-
sents a part of an infinite diffusive line (if it is
terminated into its characteristic impedance)* The po-
sition is determined from the difference in the signal
diffusion time from Che point where Che charge is in-
jected to the ends of the electrode.

The use of charge division with semiconductor de-
tectors was first proposed by Louterjung ec .al.1 Sub-
sequently, Che method was used with spark chambers by
Charpak e_c ̂ 1 . 2 It seems that the idea originated In-
dependently in different fields. As far as we could
determine, position sensing by charge division was first
observed in resistive electrodes of phocodetectors by
Schottky3 in 1930. Position sensing by Che diffusion
time method ("rise time" method) was Introduced by
Borkowsky and Kopp .

Resistive electrodes for position sensing have
been used with a number of different types of particle
and radiation detectors. Semiconductor detectors with
resistive electrodes have been developed for use in
magnetic spectrometers5>6,7,8_ singi0 W i r e proportional
detectors wich resistive anodes have been used for x-ray,
charged particle and neutron detection*'1 ' . Two-
dimensional proportional detectors with serial zig-zag
connection of the wires forming an electrode plane have
been developed'**2»13_ Resistive sheets have been used
for two-dimensional position sensing with MicroChannel

plate electron multipliers * . The Importance of
position sensing along the anode wire in coultiwire pro-
portional chambers for use in high energy physics has
recently been emphasized, since it provides an unambig-
uous position readout for multiple particles. The use
of charge division in this area has been demonstrated16!17.
The first large scale use of MWFC's with charge division
Is In an experiment at the CERN ISR18. Resistive elec-
trodes have also been used in positions-sensitive photo-
detectors1'. The development in this area had no con-
nection to the development of nuclear particle detectors
until recently.

When using position sensing with resistive elec-
trodes the choice has to be made between the charge
division and the diffusion time method. There is a
basic difference between the two methods,and there are
some differences in the pracclcal aspeccs of implementa-
tion. The diffusion time mechod requires uniformity and
scability of boch Che electrode resistance and capaci-
tance, since the time versus position scale is determined
by the product of Che resiscance and the capacitance
(RQCQ). In the charge division method, the position is
determined as the ratio of resistances. Thus the posi-
tion is determined independently of variations of the
electrode resistance (with CemperaCure, for example).
Nonuniform discribucion of electrode capacicance is
allowed, which is important in applications involving
series connection of two wires in multiwire proportional
chambers. The resolving time for Che charge division
mechod is about one electrode time constant T D • R Q C D >

for optimum position resolution and linearity. The
resolving time for Che diffusion time method Is several
times TQ. The charge division method is inherently
linear with optimum filtering. The diffusion time mech-
od is nearly linear provided che diffusive line is ter-
minated into its characteristic impedance and preampli-
fiers with high input impedance (and short connections
to Che detector) are used. The charge division mechod
requires preamplifiers with low input impedance, and
they can be some distance away from the detector. The
diffusion time method Is not suitable for detecCors with
long and variable charge collection time, which impairs
the timing accuracy, while the charge division is inde-
pendent of the charge collection time. The charge divi-
sion requires a divider either in hardware or in soft-
ware, while the diffusion time mechod requires only a
time digitizer. This last point is sometimes decisive
In making the choice.

We feel that due to all the other advantages the
charge division is a method of choice for a number of
Important applications, in particular, for multiwire
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proportional detectors. For readers wishing to pursue
further the diffusion time method, excellent descrip-
tions and further bibliography are given in Jtafs. 4, 5,
9, 20, and 21. Analysis of game aspects of charge divi-
sion is given in Refs. 5, 22, and 23. A fast and ac-
curate lops^idraic divider has been developed and ex-
tensively used12.

verter was develope
slower divider is commercially available (Ortec).

A dividing analog-tp-digltal con-
ped by Miller et al- A somewhat

While the charge division method is very simple in
principle, the optimization of preamplifiers, coupling
networks and pulse shaping with respect to position
resolution and linearity Is quite complicated. The
purpose of this paper is to provide an understanding of
the method and to give an analysis of the sources of
errors, which leads to optimum solutions. Practical
design criteria for coupling networks and preamplifiers
are given. It is striking that even with this simple
method of position sensing, optimum circuits are quite
different for various applications. In this, the ratio
of the charge collection time to the electrode time
constant T n • RnCn, and the electrode capacitance and
resistance are the most important determining parameters.

Division of Charge in Diffusive RC Lines

In position sensitive decectors with resistive
electrodes the signal charge Is injected or Induced
somewhere along the electrode. It can be shown that
the position determined by the charge division method
corresponds to the centroid of the charge injected or
imaged on the resistive electrode. Due Co thv: diffu-
sive nature of the line, It takes time after a charge
is injected until the charge arrives at the ends of the
line, «.£.', until the ratio of charge is established
according to the ratio of dc resistances of the elec-
trode. The minimum measurement (or filtering) Time1 is
determined by the accuracy of position determination
required. Thus, we are interested first in determining
the position error, that Is position signal nonlInesrlty
as a function of the measurement time*

Figure 1 shows four different circuit configura-
tions in which the position signals Qi, Q2, Q1~Q2

 anii

the charge amplitude (particle energy) signal, QjvQoi
can be obtained. The properties of these circuit con-
figurations with respect to electrode and amplifier <tc
voltage decoupling, Oj+Q2 sum formation, noise and prac-
tical realization aspects will be discussed in later
sections. The charge diffusion as a function of time
Is first determined assuming that the resiscive elec-
trode is terminated at both ends into Impedances which
are negligible compared to the total resistance Rn of
the resistive electrode. The effects of finite ampli-
fier input impedance and of decoupling networks will ibe
discussed separately. The diffusive line parameters
important In determining the nonllnearlcy, noise, and
termination (decoupling network) effects are

By solving the diffusion equation fcr this case,
the charge at the ends of the line can be expressed as
series expansions,

(2)

2 •: (-If
-nVc/TD

sin nn(l-x)

where 0 s is the charge injected Into the line and x is
the distance from tihi; left end of the line expressed as
a fraction of the line length. From these series we
obtain for the sum and for the difference.

Q 1 +Q 2 sin nTTx , (4)

n-Z

,n -n2n2t/Tn

1 n-1

sin Mix .

(5)

The signal waveforms are obviously position
dependent. To avoid a nonlinearity due to this, the
overall filter weighting function must provide uniforra
weighting for the time required for the time dependent
terms to decrease to an acceptable error. The weighting
function must not heive any infinitely steep parts since
this would make the (series) amplifier noise high. These
requirements result; in tranezoldfll weighting functions
introduced previously". The form of this function is
determined by the relation of the (parallel) noise gen-
erated in the resistive electrode and the amplifier
(series) noise. Such a function Is shown in the inset
In Fig. 2. For errors to be small (less than 10*2),
constant weighting will have Co be applied for times
longer than t/Ty ». 10'

1. Then, the aeriea (2), (4), and
(5) converge rapidly, and the remaining terras are,

2k: 2 - n 2 " T D
i«-:e sin nx

sin nx

"s

H p - R . I i 1 - 2x - _
-4772t/Tn

aln 2TTX

(6)

(7)

(8)

RC (1)

where R and C are resistance and capacitance per unit:
length, I is the length of the line, and T Q it the
product of the total line resistance ami capacitance
(the line "time constant").

The errors in Q^/Qg and in (Qi+QjVQs converge with
the same time dependence. It Is interesting to note
that the error in (Q2'Ql)/Qs becomes the same as in
Qj/Og but In one quarter of the time. The quantities
measured after filtering can be obtained by the convo-
lution of the above series with the trapezoidal function,
and the significant terms of the series can be written



in Che form.

A-
°s

1 - 2k sin rrx

(9)

(10)
where "F2 F J

(13)

V. 'VV.

Tp it Che width of Che weighting function, and a f 2 i>
a nondlaenalonal form faccor. For the unipolar crap*
eioidal function aaaumed, apj * 0-733, and

where k is the position error parameter, Tp is the width
of the crapezoidal weighting funccion, hTp la the width
of the sloped part of Chit funccion, and A and A+B are
che quantidea measured at che oucpuc of che fllcers by
a peak tenting or a sampling device (analog-to-digltal
converter or stretcher).

A/C§ is shown in Fig. 2 for h • 0.2. The position
error parameter k is plotted in Fig. 3. The position
error afcer division A/A+S it given by.

A . x s, - k(l-2x) tin ns
A+B

(12)

: -r- for (IS)

tf we sec Tp • 0 .8T D to chat the flat cop of tbt trap-
ezoidal function it equal to 1/2 "n, we get for the
minimus noiae froo che resistive electrode,

ENC2, 1.17 hi j 1 1 • 1.17 kT Cp (16)

and it it plotted in Fig. 4. It can be shown that che
same funccion wich opposite tign appliet for che posi-
tion error in the difference measurement (B-A)/(A+B),
for equal pulse shaping applied to (B<A) and (A+B).

From che accuracy (linearity) requiremenct, che
minimum width of che weighting funccion can be determined.
Ac Tp/'n. * 1/2 che maximum fractional error it ̂ 7x10 .
It decreases rapidly with increasing -f, so that at
Tp/TQ • I, it becomes a 2.6 x 10"4. Here the charge
division method can be considered inherently linear.

Noise. Filtering and Position Retolution

Nolle added to the poaition and charge tlgnala
determines the poelclon retolution. The diffutive line
represents t disslpatlve position-dens Ing medium, and
Its noise is Inherently present with the signal. In
addition Co this, noite ia generated In the ampllflert
for the poslcion signal and for the charge (energy)
signal. The amplifier noise can be made negligible in
mote cases by proper design of che lnpuc circuits and
of the weighting function.

In general, the noiae of the aum signal la miller
than the noise of the position signal tince most of che
noise generated by the resistive electrode is cancelled
by summing the outputs from the two ends of the electrode.
The nolst In che sum (A+B) channel is important tince it
adds to the position noise when the division Is performed.
This also becomt Important when good energy resolution
is neaded (st with germanium posleion sensitive detec-
tor •) .

Added to the position signal Qj or 02*Qi la the
noise generated by the retitrive electrode. This noise
source appears In parallel with the input of the ampli-
fier for 0.} In Fig. '.. Vsr Tp a 0.S T Q the effect of
the capacitance of the dlffusiv* line can be neglected.
Then the equivalent nolaa charge ic given ^

The best potitlon retolution dur to only the resistive
electrode noiae is Chan,

ENCB (kTC-)1/2

2.3S -r- 2 • 2.54 v (FWHM) . (17)

Thin resoludon can usually be realised for low capac-
itance, high resistance electrodes, where circuit con-
figurations in Figa. l(a) and l(d) art applicable.
At will be ahown in a later section, ttransforser de-
coupling with coooon-bate Input stage has practical
advantages in detectors with many wires and where the
electrode resistance it low.

The noite analysis for circuit configurations in
Figs. l(b) and l(c) Is quite complicated, and only the
noise result* are presented here. The noise contribu-
tion by the conmon bate stage is minima when the con-
tributions by the base current shot noise and the col-
lector current shot noise are equal. This "matched"
condition it achieved for,

R0 •'opt

(18)

where re

E
Is the emitter dynamic rcalstance, n is

Che secondary/primary transformation ratio, h. Is the
transistor small signal current gain, T C • RBCD+n

2RDCA,
CA la the stray capacitance at che input of the ampli-
fier and afl la the weighting (unction form factor for
terlts noise, given by--*

(19)



The slnioua noise It Chan,

* 2*

"ft

In these result! it ii assuend chic cht effect* oi ch*
transCorner's Inductance are negligible. Out is,
L / S Q > Tp. If chi* i* not satisfied, an increase in
noise *c low frequencies itiulci due to cht eaiteer
current shot noltt, because of a lovtr lapedance in cht
talcCar circuit. Thl» tyji* of noift becomes divergent
at low frequencies, and thus it requires a bipolar
filter weighting function <»cond ordtr low frequency
cutoff). A bipolar weighting functional* also d*sir-
abl* cc reduce basclln* fluctuation* SL high uvenc race*
in applications vher* basvlin* restoration and pole-zero
cancellation are Impractical.

An an exasple, ut a**uaa a rttlitivt electrode with
IU • 3COOB, C D • 100 pP, -D » 0.3 u*ec, trapezoidal
filter vltti 'p • 0.25 u«cc, hj t • 100. Fora factor* •»•
JT1 " '"° *n(* *F2 " 0.733. Ih« noi*e <!ue to the reals-
tive electrode 1*.

ENC 4.4 x 10 res electron*.

the ncitie Increase factor due to cite amplifier, froa
£q. (20), i* 1.07. To achieve • position resolution of
17, =VHM, • >i|n*l % . l . l « I06 *lsctront i* required.

Th« nolle added to th* chargt (tnti:gy) *lgnal in
the sura channel 1* generated partly in ch* aapllfier for
Qj • 0 2 and partly in Che resistive electrode. Th* re-
sistive electrode at teen by th* sua amplifier <in Fig.
t(d), for cxaapW) can bit represented approximately by
the aluceroda capacltanca, C_, In series with * resis-
tance, Rp/12, Th* nolsci due to thest two sout'cti ap-
piai'* i:o b« in scrlea with the dttector at a aipacltivt
signal source. Th* equivalent nois* chars* 1* Chan
appioxlawetly glvtn by2J,

ENCf •v1? (21)

whei* K A . A + B ^ ' '• cne cros* correlation coefficient
of the position channel noise snd the sua channel noise.
Th* position dependence of the position resolution is
illustrated in Fig. S for the eaa«,

~ q* . Several peaks of equal arc* are shewn In

the upper half of th* position scale. Only the peaks
at th* upper end of th* scale are affected, where oaxl-
aum broadening of che position peak is *, 12?..

Sltnal waveform snJ filter Optlotzatton

In all discussions of tha linearity requirements
and th* position resolution to far, it was assuaed chat
th* signal current 1* an iapulse (d*lt* function). With
oost detectors this is not the case. It can be shown
that the chargt collection tin* (I.e., the current
signal width) can be larger than the weighting function
width without affecting the linearity of the ratio
A/A+S with position, provided thac th* weighting function
in both channels, A snd A+B, i* ch« see*. Thus, the
chsrg* division acthet) is insensitive to vsrlatlona in
ch* charge collection els*.

Th* weighting (unction width has to be chosen 90
as to satisfy the linearity requirement rf * 4 "D and
to nsaxlalxit the ratln of the signal and noise at the
output of che filter. Thus, for charge collection tines
shorter than 1/2 ?g, che position resolution reaalna tha
sane as for sn iaeulsc. For longer chsrge collection
times th* opeiaua width of the weighting function ana
th* best position resolution are dettrainad by the
signal current wave fora. U« assuac here as an example
signal current of cht fora.

-t/r.
for t > 0 (23)

Soraelliid spatial resolution (calculated <nd
aeasurad) as a function of the ratio - p / % la snoun In
Fig. 6. Optimum value of this ratio Is (V'lt'opt * '-78>
snd th* npclsua nonullud spatial resolution function
value la 2.SB. This leads to an optiaua signal to nols*
ratio of,

where is th* weighting function fior» factor for
l i b E (19) » h tf

fj g g
scrits nolle given by Eq. (19), »., la th« a«|itlfler
equivalent serie* noise reslstsnce and CA is the Input
stray capacitance. Fro*> eh* expressions for nois* in
the poslr.lcm channel, Eq*. (13) and (20) and in the
•nargy ch«r,n«l, C<|. (21), and froa th* expressions for
the two ««i|fhting function fora factor*, Eq*. (14) and
(19), th* iliap* of th* trapezoidal vvlghtlni; (unction
can be optimized. Th* alnlaua width of th* flat Cop 1*
d*c*raln*4 1'rcei th* linearity condition.. Th* width of
•lop*d pairtu is ati* only ai wld* *n niKessnrjr to oak*
th* contribution by th* scries nol*» sourceu to both th*
posltlcn iind th* *ua signal snail.

In none eases, partlcuUrly whore •?* « 1/2 TQ and
Cg or C1( in .Tnrgtt, the nolin In the tun chinno! can be
a* high as 1/2 the noise In ch* position chsnnsl. Th*
position vjrimcit, *ft*r chit dlvlslun A/A+B, can be
shnwn to b*.

An Itapoircant current wavaforo, which aria** in gaa
proportional detectors Is,

in
(1 (25)

whir* dV Is th* total charge observed at the tioc tn
when positive Ions reach the cathode, and t. la che da*
parameter determined by eh* aobility of poaieiv* lona,
radii of anode and cathode and the voltage between thea.
The best position resolution for this case occurs for
V'o * 4'



In buih cases, tin. nolle would be decreased, and
the poaltlon resolution Improved, If T Q were Increated
to a new value 2-p by lncreatint the resistance Rg of
the resistive electrode.

Circuit Configurations and Resistive
Electrode Design Considerations

We shall first discuss methods of decoupling pre-
aspllflers .attached to tha detector from each other's
operating conditions as veil as from any bias voltages
present on the electrode. Figure 1 slious four prac-
tical aethods for decoupling pzeampllflera. Three of
then. Figs. l(a),(b),(c)f derive the position and total
charge (particle energy) information froo one electrode.

' The fourth. Fig. £(d), uses two electrodes In the detec-
tor. In the first aethod with capucitive decoupling
the charge (energy) signal hes to be obtained by sun-
ning preamplifier or shaping amplifier outputs. An
accurate equalization of the gain for both channels,
Qj and <];>• h " t 0 °* perfomed. Otherwise, a non-
lintarity In the ratio A/A+B with position is Intro-
duced. In the other three aethods an accurate sunning
is performed before any amplification, by the trans-
formers in Figs. K b ) and (c), and by ch» opposite
electrode In Fig. l(d). The suomlng Is accurate la
Figs. Kb) and (c) since the whole signal charge Is
passed, after charge division In the resistive electrode,
Into the sinning preamplifier.

The circuit In Fig. l<e) 1* subject to a position
nonllnaarlty under certain conditions. In this circuit
the charge initially divides according to che ratio of
resistances with respect to the point of Injection.
For equal decoupling capacitances, Cg, the charge la
eventually distributed equally to the tvo amplifiers.
The error Is proportional to *f/CbRD. This error csn
usually tie asdc snail. However, with low values of
«DC-.- lO^Q), large values of C b are required (t 0.1 uF).
If the resistive elcccrode ha* co be ae a high potential,
for detector construction reasons, such capacitors be-
coce Impractical In detectors with cany wires and read-
out channels. In such ceses transformer decoupling Is
easier to Implement.

There are fisted offsets In the A/A*ft ratio due to
a finite input impsdancc of Che preamplifiers. A low,
stable, and reproducible input Impedance Is easily
achieved In large tctatproducticn with transformer
coupled coanon base input stage shown In Figs. K b ) and
(c).

From the discussion of noise. It Is obvious that
the lowest noise Is achieved with configurations In
Figs. I(a) and (d).

Finally, a position error is possible If a voltage
change due to the signsl is allowed to occur in either
the resistive electrode, or In the opposite electrode.
Such a voltage change Induces a charge uniformly dis-
tributed along the resistive electrode (and therefore
with Its ccntrotd In the middle of the electrode).
Associated with position dependent response of Qj with
time, the voltsge change results In both a nonllneerlty
end a dlsplaceosnt of the ratio vs. position function.
This error can be made negligible by making C^/Cg 2 50.
C D ( is the decoupling capacitance for the sum tignal In
Figs. l(c) and (d). It Is Interesting that the differ-
encial configuration In Fig. K b ) la insensitive to
such errors due to its syanetry.

A new circuit configuration for very large two

dimensional ("area") detectors with large capacitance,
large resistance, and therefore a high T D, Is shown In
Fig. ?. The intent of this configuration Is to reduce
the T Q (I.e., the reaolving time) and the noise with a
single charge division readout. The reeittlve electrode
is divided into N sections, each with resistance RD/K
and capacitance Cn/N. A charge sensitive, FET Input
preamplifier with e low input Impedance Is connected at
the node of each section. The outputs of these pre-
amplifiers weighted in arithmetic progression fonr the
position signalf and weighted uniformly, the energy
signal. Each section behevea as one Independent dif-
fusive electrode with total time constsnt "n/N2 Instead
of ^ Q . This system achieves considerable savings over
subdivision of the detector with a separate entire read-
out system for esch subdivision. It also preventa dead
regions and ambiguities re the boundary of each sepsrate
readout since the position and charge signals are con-
tinuous over the whole position range. The noise is
still determined by the total detector cepacltance C
Eq. (16), for optimum filtering r^a^ T O / N

2 .

From this discussion, the moat appropriate con-
figurations for particular detectors are indicated.
Capacltlve decoupling can be realized with lowest noise
with more elaborate preamplifiers and it is sultsble for
single wire detectors, two dimensional detectors with
zig-zag cathodes, and detectors with several wires at
or near ground potential. Capacltlve decoupling In
Fig. l(d) Is applicable to semiconductor detectors, but
it Is rarely applicable to proportional detectors, since
the opposite electrode (cathode) may not be accessible
for signal extraction. Transformer coupling in Fig. l(c)
la suitable for large scale production of readouts for
many wires, and for anodes a* resistive electrodes at a
high potential. The transformer configuration in Fig.
l(b) Is the best with respect to various second order
nonllnearlty effects. However, Che position signsl of
both polarities, Eq. (8), hss to be processed (digitized).
Alternatively, signal proportional to the sun signal
Ql+02 has to be added to the position signal Q2-Q.1 after
filtering and stretching.

He have used all these configured on*, except the
one In Fig. 7, In practical detector systems. Some of
these are described IJ Refs. 13, 17, and IS. In til
proportional counters stainless steal (or nickel-chroiaium)
wires were used as resistive electrodes.

The discussion In this paper points to desirable
parameters for the resistive electrode in cases where
these are under control. The lower limit for " D Is
determined by the charge collection time in Che detector.
The charge division method is insensitive Co charge
collection cine variations, and the charge collection
time can be longer than T Q and/or Tp while preserving
the position signal linearity. The only consequence
Is a smsller signal in relation to the noise, and thus
poorer position resolution. For the case where Tj, is
shorter than the charge collection time, Tp can be In-
creased from the optimum value for an impulse signal to
Improve the position resolution. An optimum for this
case Is achieved If the electrode resistance Rg Is In-
creased until T Q equals approximately 2Tj..

For * given electrode capacitance Cg, the reatstance
RD should be reduced until rD/2 is approximately equal
to the detector charge collection time (or to a value
obtained for a particular slgcal current waveform, tt
shown in the preceding section;. This is in order to
schleve slso Che shortest resolving time (higher event
rates), better energy resolution, and smaller timing walk.



The detector capacitance C Q should be as small as
possible, as with any other charge collecting detector.
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Figure Captions

1. Charge division input circuit configurations,

(a) capacitive decoupling at both ends
of the resistive electrode. The sum

has to be formed externally.

(b) transformer decoupling. The difference
^1-^2 *s formed accurately by the
transformer, and the sum QJ+Q2 by ^^
lower amplifier.

(c) transformer decoupling. The sum Q1+Q2
is formed accurately by the lower
amplifier.

(d) capacitive decoupling at one end of the
resistive electrode. The sum Q1+Q2 is

obtained as the total signal on the
opposite electrode of the detector.

The position signals A and A-3, at the out-
put of the filter amplifier, as functions of
the position X and ;~ne weighting function
width T_/Tn. T is the resistive electrode
RC product. D

3. The position error parameter k, Eqs. (9), (10)
and (11) as a function of the weighting
function width T_/T_ .

r D

4 . Nonlinearity, i . e . , fractional position
error as a function of position,
k v s Tp/T_ can be obtained from Fig. 3 .

The effect of large noise in the charge
(energy) signal. Upper half_of the position

"~2 1 2
scale is shown for q,fB " 4 flA • All

peaks have equal area.

6. Normalized spatial resolution vs shaping
parameter T_/T O for a signal current

Qs -t/rR
waveform i. • — e .

in T R

7. Multipreamplifier configuration with single
charge division readout. The effective
resistive electrode time constant is reduced
from Tp to Tj./N , and the mean square position
noise is reduced by N^.
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